
IN THE SPECIFICATION

Please add the following paragraphs between paragraph 19 and 20 of the original

specification:

Figure 6 is a side view of another ring according to another exemplary embodiment of the

present invention having only two ridges.

Figure 7 is a side view of another ring according to another exemplary embodiment of the

present invention having only three ridges.

Please amend paragraph 24 as follows:

In Figure 1, for purposes of illustration, a single ring 401 is shown on the inner surface 22

ofthe tire crown 24 and two rings 40 are shown mounted to the surface 32 ofthe wheel 30. The

rings 40 and 40' may be positioned anywhere on the interior surface of the tire 20 or the wheel

30, preferably, but not exclusively, on the crown or wheel well, as described below. Two or

more rings may be provided and mounted on either or both of the tire or wheel, as further

described below. In addition, the rings 40 and 40' may be relatively narrow, as shown, or have

the full width of the moimting surface, the crown or wheel.

Please amend paragraph 25 as follows:

According to one embodiment of the invention, the circumferential ring comprises a

single strip having at least two ridges separated by two gaps as seen along the length or

circumference. A preferred embodiment, illustrated in Figures 2, 3, and 4, has rings of four

ridges and four gaps separating the ridges. For attenuating first order acoustic modes, the ring 40

preferably comprises two, three, or four ridges and gaps, which facilitates positioning a ridge
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with a wave peak during tire and wheel rotation. For other order acoustic modes, multiples of

four ridges and gaps will be suitable. By way of further example, rings 4C '

' and 4C ' '

' in

Figures 6 and 7 respectively illustrate rings having two and three ridges and gaps.

Please amend paragraph 34 as follows:

Referring now to Figure 4 and Figure 5, which represent projections of the wheel inner

surface 32 onto the plane of the drawing sheet, an advantageous arrangement includes two rings

40 '' and 40''' mounted in parallel. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the rings 40" and 40"' as being

foraied of individual strips 50, 60 forming the ridges, however, the rings may also take the single

strip forai 42, 43 described above. The ridges 50, 60 are arranged so that the gaps 52, 62 defined

between circumferentially adjacent ridges 50, 60 are in staggered relationship, that is, non-

ahgned in the lateral or axial direction. Preferably, the gaps and ridges are staggered 90 degrees

out ofphase. This arrangement improves the wave interrupting function of the rings 40" and

40"' by its capability of interfering with both of the first-order waves. As will be appreciated by

those skilled in the art, this principle could be easily extended to other sound at other fi-equency

modes by mounting rings having ridges in the appropriate multiple of 4.

Please amend paragraph 36 as follows:

The rings 40 may be placed in the wheel 34, as shown in Figure 1, to avoid subjecting the

strips or ridges to stress during rolling ofthe tire. However, the rings 401 may be placed on the

interior surface 22 under the crovra 34 25, which is advantageous in avoiding damage to the

rings when mounting the tire on the wheel.
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